
The Flexible Four Week Intermittent Fasting
Plan To Recharge Your Metabolism
Intermittent fasting has gained significant popularity in recent years due to its
many health benefits. One of the key advantages of intermittent fasting is its
ability to enhance your metabolism and promote weight loss.

If you're looking to recharge your metabolism and achieve your weight loss goals,
this flexible four-week intermittent fasting plan is just what you need. This plan
allows you to reap the benefits of fasting while providing you with a flexible eating
pattern that suits your lifestyle.

Week 1: The 16/8 Method

In the first week, we will start with the 16/8 method. This involves fasting for 16
hours a day with an 8-hour eating window. Most people find it easy to skip
breakfast and start their eating window around lunchtime.
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The 16/8 method is flexible enough to fit into your daily routine without too much
disruption. Remember to stay hydrated during your fasting period by drinking
water, sparkling water, or herbal tea.

One of the key advantages of the 16/8 method is that it allows your body to enter
a state of ketosis, where it starts burning stored fat for fuel. This can help kickstart
your metabolism and promote weight loss.

Week 2: The 5:2 Method

In the second week, we will introduce the 5:2 method. This method involves
eating normally for 5 days a week and reducing your calorie intake to 500-600
calories on the remaining 2 days.

The 5:2 method provides a greater level of flexibility, allowing you to enjoy your
favorite meals while still benefiting from intermittent fasting. On the fasting days,
focus on consuming nutrient-dense foods to keep you feeling satisfied.

This method helps to boost your metabolism by reducing your overall calorie
intake, promoting fat burning and weight loss.

Week 3: Alternate Day Fasting

In the third week, we will incorporate alternate day fasting. This method involves
fasting every other day, where you consume little to no calories on fasting days.

Alternate day fasting provides a more intense form of intermittent fasting, which
can further recharge your metabolism. On fasting days, opt for low-calorie foods
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such as vegetables, lean proteins, and healthy fats to ensure you're still getting
essential nutrients.

While this method may be more challenging, the rewards are worth it. Alternate
day fasting can help your body adapt to using stored fat for energy, promoting
both weight loss and metabolic efficiency.

Week 4: The 24-Hour Fast

For the final week, we will implement a 24-hour fast once or twice a week. This
involves fasting for a full 24 hours, typically from dinner one day to dinner the next
day.

During the 24-hour fast, it's important to stay well-hydrated and consume calorie-
free beverages such as water, black coffee, and herbal teas. Breaking your fast
with a balanced meal that includes lean proteins, vegetables, and healthy fats will
help you replenish nutrients and keep your metabolism firing.

The 24-hour fast serves as a reset button for your metabolism, allowing it to reset
and function optimally. It also helps to improve insulin sensitivity and encourages
cellular repair and regeneration.

The flexible four-week intermittent fasting plan outlined above provides a gradual
progression towards a healthier metabolism and sustainable weight loss.
Remember to listen to your body and make adjustments as needed. Intermittent
fasting may not be suitable for everyone, so consult with a healthcare
professional before starting any new dietary plan.

By adopting this flexible four-week intermittent fasting plan, you can recharge
your metabolism and achieve your weight loss goals while still enjoying a flexible



eating pattern. Start your journey today and experience the transformative
benefits of intermittent fasting!
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NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • “Dr. Will Cole clearly cares about his
patients’ health, and he addresses the widespread misconceptions about
intermittent fasting while giving readers a tailored week-by-week plan to get back
in touch with what their body truly needs.”—Mark Hyman, MD, director, the
Cleveland Clinic Center for Functional Medicine and author of Food
 
“Intuitive Fasting makes both the science and user-friendly application of this
exciting approach to human nutrition available for everyone.”—David Perlmutter,
MD, FACN, author of Grain Brain and Brain Wash

The most effective and achievable guide to intermittent fasting, outlining a unique
plan that merges the science behind fasting with a holistic approach to eating,
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from the bestselling author of Ketotarian and The Inflammation Spectrum

For some, the idea of fasting by eating only one or two meals a day sounds like
an extreme and overly restrictive dieting tactic. But the truth is, our daily eating
schedule—three meals a day, plus snacks—does not necessarily reflect our
bodies’ natural cycles. In fact, eating three meals every day can cause metabolic
inflexibility, which can lead to inflammation, fatigue, and chronic health problems.
For millions of years, our bodies have actually functioned best with periodic times
of fasting.

With his fresh new approach to fasting, bestselling author and functional medicine
expert Dr. Will Cole gives you the ability to take control of your hunger and make
intermittent fasting intuitive. You’ll get in touch with your instinctive eating patterns
and become healthier and more mindful about how and when you eat. Intuitive
Fasting will show you how to find metabolic flexibility—and once you’ve reached
it, you can trust your body to function at optimal capacity, whether you’ve eaten
six minutes ago or six hours ago.

During his 4-Week Flexible Fasting Plan, Dr. Cole will guide you through varying
intermittent fasting windows, with each week of the plan tailored to focus on a
different aspect of your health. He illustrates the most effective ways to fast and
eat to amplify the health benefits of intermittent fasting, balancing rest and repair
with clean, nutrient-dense, delicious foods. By the end of the four weeks, you will
have all the tools necessary to:

• Reset your body
• Recharge your metabolism
• Renew your cells
• Rebalance your hormones



Along with more than 65 recipes, you’ll also find a maintenance plan, so you can
adapt fasting and feeding windows to work sustainably with your lifestyle.
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